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Welcome Letter
Dear ComSciCon participant,
Thank you for joining us at the ComSciCon 2015 workshop!
Since we founded ComSciCon in 2012, our goal has been to empower young scientists to become leaders in
science communication, extending the impact of research in their field to broad and diverse audiences as
ambassadors for science and engineering. We believe that graduate students have the greatest potential of
any group to expand the capacity of science to interface with the broader society.
Through outreach, writing, organizing scientific communities, and other entrepreneurial endeavors, we want
to help you drive the culture and perception of science for future generations.
In the following three days, you will meet some of the most accomplished and ambitious science
communicators in America, exchange experiences and ideas through active discussion, collaborate together
to revise your own works, and push the boundaries of your capabilities as a science communicator.
We are grateful, first and foremost, to the fifty remarkable graduate students from across the country that
have traveled to Cambridge to pursue these goals. The opportunity for this cohort to meet, interact, and
collaborate with each other is the fundamental function of ComSciCon. We thank the invited experts who
have shared their time with us, guiding us towards these ends. And we applaud the sponsoring
organizations and supporters of ComSciCon, whose enduring commitments have made this program
possible.
We know the test of this workshop’s success will be how its impacts carry on with you throughout your
career, be it in research, education, journalism, policy, or elsewhere. We encourage you to, from the
moment you read this letter, develop and maintain relationships with the participants of ComSciCon 2015,
and reflect thoughtfully on how the principles discussed and exhibited here can be incorporated into your
own practice.
Thank you, again, and welcome to the ComSciCon community.
Yours truly,
The ComSciCon 2015 National Organizing Committee
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Program Schedule
Thursday, June 18, 2015
8:30AM

Breakfast

9:00AM

Welcome

9:20AM

Panel 1: Communicating with NonScientific Audiences
● Nancy Shute
, NPR
● Liz Bass
, Alan Alda Center
● John Durant
, MIT Museum
● Cornelia Dean
, author for the New York Times and more

11:00AM

Panel 2: Science Communication in Popular Culture
● Kalliopi Monoyios
, science illustrator
● Kevin Grazier
, planetary scientist and Hollywood science advisor
● Vandana Singh
, speculative fiction author
● Alan Brody
, Professor of Theater, MIT

12:30PM

Catered Lunch

1:30PM

Panel 3: Communicating as a Science Advocate
● Stephanie Keep
, National Center for Science Education
● Pallavi Phartiyal
, Union of Concerned Scientists
● Gabriel Popkin
, freelance science writer
● Sheila Jasanoff
, Professor, Harvard Kennedy School

3:10PM

Video Message from
Bill McKibben

and Discussion

4:00PM

Career Mingle Sponsored by
AAAS / Science Careers

(Snacks and Beverages Provided)

5:30PM

Peer Editing Information

6:00PM

Dinner and Peer Editing Session

8:00PM

Writing Café (drafting time with snacks)

9:00PM

Return to Dorms
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Friday, June 19, 2015
8:30AM

Breakfast

9:00AM

Panel 4: Multimedia Communication for Scientists
● Fraser Cain
, publisher of Universe Today
● Henry Reich
, producer of Minute Physics
● Margaret Kosmala
,
Snapshot Serengeti
citizen science project leader
● Ari Daniel
, digital producer for NOVA & independent multimedia science reporter

10:45AM

Panel 5: Addressing Diversity through Communication
● Robin Nelson
, Asst. Professor of Anthropology, Skidmore
● Darryl Williams
, Center for STEM Diversity at Tufts
● Apoorva Mandavilli
, author for Nature, Discover, and more
● Deb Chachra
, Assoc. Professor, Olin College of Engineering

12:15PM

Catered Lunch

1:15PM

3:30PM

Interactive Small Group Sessions:
● Mock Interviews
○ Doug Dollemore
, Senior Science Writer, American Chemical Society
○ Nancy Shute
, NPR
○ Liz Bass
, Alan Alda Center
● Pitch Slam
○ Amanda Yarnell
, Managing editor, editorial, Chemical & Engineering News
○ Ellen Clegg
, Editorial page editor, The Boston Globe
○ Gabriel Popkin
, freelance science writer
○ Emily Singer
, Quanta Magazine
○ Phil McKenna
, freelance science journalist
Expert Review of Attendee Writing

5:20PM

Group Photo  First Floor Balcony

6:30PM

Banquet Dinner at Elephant Walk Restaurant (Porter Square)

Saturday, June 20, 2015
8:30AM

Breakfast

9:00AM

How to Run a ComSciConlocal Event (with discussion/breakout time)

10:30AM

Multimedia Poster Session and Optional Filming/Feedback on Pop Talks

12:30AM

Lunch (also available during poster session)

1:00PM

Graduate student  K12 teacher lesson development session

4:00PM

Closing Remarks
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Poster Session Schedule
Saturday, June 20, 2015
Session 1: 10:30am11:30am
Screen 1: 
Shayle Matsuda
“Science, Neat” Interactive Happy Hour Reaches New Audiences, Builds Community
Screen 2: 
Katy Meyers Emery
Let's Talk About Death!
Screen 3: 
Kathleen Bachynski
The 2x2 Project: Elevating the Public Health Conversation
Screen 4: 
Matthew Bond
Engaging high school students in authentic research to classify unknown organisms
Screen 5: 
Becky Nevin
Earth Explorers: Middle School Movie Studio
Screen 6: 
Emily Weigel
Talking About Tricky Stuff on Twitter: #SciStuChat
Screen 7: 
Béatrice Bonga
Squishy circuits – learning about electricity with playdough!
Screen 8: 
Vinidhra Mani
Science in the News: a model for graduate student training and effective public engagement
Screen 9: 
Carrie McDonough
Bringing Oceanography to Broad Audiences: oceanbites.org
Screen 10: 
Daniel Urban
The 21st Century Scientists: Elevating Communication and Community Engagement
Screen 11: 
Alex Berardino and Rose Hendricks
NeuWrite
Screen 12: 
Carly Ziter
Montreal's Ecosystems at Your Service: Stories Connecting People and Nature

Session 2: 11:30am  12:30pm
Screen 1: 
Zuri Sullivan
Because Science
Screen 2: 
Michael Burel
Biocanvas: Revitalizing Public Interest in Science Through a VisuallyBased Outreach Platform
Screen 3: 
Megan Litwhiler
Using a bioblitz to teach urban ecology: A workshop for elementary and secondary school educators in NYC
Screen 4: 
Kristen Brown
The Real Story of Engineering: GK12 Engineering Fellowship
Screen 5: 
Steven C. Pan
Building Neurons, Building Minds: Teaching Neuroscience to 3rd and 4th Grade Students
Screen 6: 
Anahita Zare
Chemistry Immersion Program (CHIP)
Screen 7: 
Aida Verdes
Bringing Science to Life
Screen 8: 
Ilana Kelsey, Mark Springel, and Rebecca Reh
Journal of Emerging Investigators: Publishing middle and high school students' original research
Screen 9:
Stephanie Fine Sasse and Maya Bialik
The People’s Science: Facilitating opportunities for researchers to share their work, engage in dialogue, and promote
public understanding of science
Screen 10: 
Chelsea L. Shover
The Clinical and the Creative: Building Communication into a New Summer Program for Aspiring Doctors
Screen 11: 
Laura Vican
SciComm Hub: Connecting Graduate Students in Pursuit of Careers in Science Education, Outreach, and
Communication
Screen 12: 
Christina Sauer
GreenScreen: Educating the Public through Film and Television
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Pop Talks Schedule
Surprise! You just ended up in the elevator with your scientific hero. You have 
sixty seconds to explain to them
who you are, what you do, and why your work matters.
ComSciCon will give you the opportunity to practice your elevator pitch in front of your peers and get instant
feedback from them. We will feature a few pop talks by attendees in between sessions and before lunch each day.
You will have one minute to introduce yourself and explain your research to the rest of the attendees. Please
remember that not all attendees are expert in your field of interest, so avoid using jargon whenever possible. The
audience has “Jargon” and “Awesome” cards in their folders. If they feel like you used jargon, they’ll let you know.
They can also let you know that you are awesome.

Day One  Welcome
Brian Turner

Portland State University

Environmental Science

Jenny Qi

UCSF

Biology

Kristen Brown

University of Colorado Boulder

Engineering  Mechanical / Civil

Georgia Sinimbu Silva

University of Utah

Biology

Chelsea Shover

UCLA

Public Health

Panel One
Anahita Zare

University of Missouri  Columbia

Chemistry

Shayle Matsuda

San Francisco State University

Biology

Emily Hoffman

Northwestern University

Engineering  Other

Christina Sauer

University of Michigan

Environmental Science

Alex Berardino

New York University

Computer Science

Panel Two
Laura Haney

UCLA

Astronomy

Mohit Kumar Jolly

Rice University

Biology

Alexis Shusterman

University of California  Berkeley

Chemistry

Myeashea Alexander

CUNY Hunter College

Social Science

Anastasia Rynearson

Purdue University

Engineering  Other

Prabarna Ganguly

Northeastern University

Biology

Lunch Day One
Matthew Bond

University of Hawai‘i at Mā
noa

Biology

Jared Starr

University of Massachusetts Amherst

Environmental Science

Vivian Hemmelder

Harvard University

Biology

Katie Pulsipher

University of Pennsylvania

Chemistry

Katy Meyers Emery

Michigan State University

Social Science

Whitney Dolan

Purdue University

Biology

Panel Three
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Day Two  Breakfast
Lindsay Peterson

University of South Florida

Policy

Sarah Giltz

Tulane University

Biology

Emily L Gibson

MIT

Engineering  Mechanical / Civil

Alexa Billow

University of Southern California

Biology

Carly Ziter

University of Wisconsin Madison

Environmental Science

Michael Burel

New York University School of Medicine

Biology

Panel Four
B. Cael Barry

MIT

Physics

Molly Gasperini

University of Washington

Biology

Ashley D'Antonio

Utah State University

Environmental Science

Kathleen Bachynski

Columbia University

Public Health

Daniel Urban

University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign

Biology

Panel Five
Carla Bezold

Harvard University

Public Health

Megan Litwhiler

The New Jersey Institute of Technology

Biology

Omair Taibah

Northwestern University

Engineering  Other

Rose Hendricks

UCSD

Social Science

Beatrice Bonga

The Pennsylvania State University

Physics

Becky Nevin

University of Colorado Boulder

Astronomy

Zuri Sullivan

Yale University

Biology

Daniel Short Gianotti

Boston University

Environmental Science

Emily Weigel

Michigan State University

Biology

Kevin Gatimu

Oregon State University

Engineering  Other

Rachel Zamzow

University of Missouri

Medicine

Kelsey Lucas

Harvard University

Biology

Lunch Day Two

Interactive Sessions
Aida Verdes

City University of New York

Biology

Steven Pan

UCSD

Social Science

Caitlin McDonough

Boston University

Biology

Adam Merberg

University of California, Berkeley

Math / Statistics

Ankita Shastri

Harvard University

Chemistry

Expert Review
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Invited Panelists and Speakers
Panel 1: Communicating with NonScientific Audiences
Nancy Shute is a health and medicine reporter for NPR and edits NPR’s health blog. She has contributed to the New York
Times, National Geographic, Smithsonian, and many other publications. She has taught science writing at Johns Hopkins’
advanced academic programs, and trains journalists and scientists on using social media and digital tools. She’s covered just
about every topic in science, with the exception of naked mole rats. From 2011
2012 she was president of the National
Association of Science Writers.

Elizabeth Bass is the founding director of the Alan Alda Center for Communicating Science at Stony Brook University and a
Visiting Associate Professor in Stony Brook’s School of Journalism. Working with scientists, theater professionals, journalists
and others, she has led development of many of the Alda Center’s graduate courses, which have been taken by more than
300 students at Stony Brook, and its workshops, which have given at dozens of universities, including Cornell, Stanford,
Dartmouth, and the University of Chicago. A l
o
ngtime journalist, Liz was science and health editor of Newsday, 
the daily
newspaper on Long Island, N.Y. She developed a master’s program in health and science reporting at Stony Brook and has
taught journalism there, as well as at Hofstra and Columbia Universities. She is coauthor of two medically oriented books. Liz
has a BA in English from Cornell University and a Master of Public Health degree from Stony Brook.
John Durant
, Director, MIT Museum, Adjunct Professor, Science, Technology & Society Program, MIT. John received his BA
in Natural Sciences from Queens’ College, University of Cambridge in 1972 and went on to take a PhD in History and
Philosophy of Science, also at Cambridge, in 1977. After more than a decade in University Continuing Education (first, at the
University of Swansea in Wales, and then at the University of Oxford in England), in 1989 he was appointed Assistant Director
and Head of Science Communication at the Science Museum, London and Professor of Public Understanding of Science at
Imperial College, London. In 2000, he was appointed Chief Executive of AtBristol, a new independent science centre in the
West of England. He came to MIT in July 2005, to take up a joint appointment as Director of the MIT Museum and Adjunct
Professor in the Science, Technology & Society Program.
Cornelia Dean is a Distinguished Lecturer and WriterinResidence at Brown University and a science writer and former
science editor of The New York Times. In her editing tenure in the newspaper’s science department, members of its staff won
every major journalism prize as well as the Lasker Award for public service. She began her newspaper career at the
Providence Journal. Her first book, Against the Tide: The Battle for America’s Beaches was published by Columbia University
Press in 1999 and was a N.Y. Times Notable Book of the year. Her guide to researchers on communicating with the public, Am
I Making Myself Clear? was published in 2009 by Harvard University Press. She is at work on a book about the misuse of
scientific information in American public life. In addition to her work at Brown she has taught at Harvard, where she has twice
been honored for distinction in teaching, and at the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism and elsewhere. She is
a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, a member of the Corporation of Brown University, her
alma mater, and was a founding member of the advisory board of the Metcalf Institute for Environment and Marine Reporting.
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Panel 2: Science Communication in Popular Culture
Kalliopi Monoyios is an independent science artist and illustrator. She began her career in visual science communication
with 12years as the scientific illustrator in Neil Shubin’s paleontology lab at the University of Chicago. Her tenure there
offered a PhD’sworth of information about how to communicate complex science concepts to diverse audiences from
scientists to children to the general public. In addition to being the central illustrator for the discovery of the iconic fossil
fish
Tiktaalik
, she has illustrated three bestselling popular science books: 
Your Inner Fish (Neil Shubin), 
The Universe
Within 
(Shubin) and 
Why Evolution Is True (Jerry Coyne). Now, through her scienceinspired sculptures and 
Scientific
American 
blog 
Symbiartic
, she is focusing her efforts on raising the profile of scienceart as a broadly accessible and
palatable way to dish up science to the unsuspecting masses.
Website: 
http://www.kalliopimonoyios.com
Symbiartic, on the Scientific American blog network: 
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/symbiartic
Twitter: @eyeforscience
Kevin R. Grazier is a planetary scientist who spent 15 years at JPL on the Cassini Mission. He is now a
writer/producer/Hollywood science advisor. He is currently the science advisor on SyFy's Defiance, and previously
consulted on Gravity, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Men Tell No Tales, Eureka, Falling Skies, and the
PeabodyAwardwinning Battlestar Galactica. Still an active researcher, he performs largescale, longterm simulations of
early Solar System dynamics and evolution. Grazier also coauthored the books "Hollyweird Science" and "Beyond
Hollyweird Science" (with science writer Stephen Cass) exploring how science and scientists are portrayed in the
entertainment industry.
Vandana Singh is a science fiction writer and an associate professor of physics at Framingham State University. Her
short stories have been reprinted in numerous Year’s Best collections and she is a winner of the Carl Brandon Parallax
Award. Whether writing science fiction, teaching, or developing pedagogies to transform STEM education, she is
motivated by the creative space at the intersection of multiple disciplines and modes of communication. In particular she
is very interested in communicating urgent issues such as climate change, through fiction, music, and in the physics
classroom. In 2014 she was among 13 scholars selected for the American Association of Colleges and Universities
program award on Scientific Thinking and Integrative Reasoning Skills (STIRS), for which she developed an
undergraduate education project on climate change in the Arctic. Her website is at 
http://vandanawrites.com/
.
Alan Brody is a Professor of Theater at MIT. He is a CoDirector of the Catalyst Collaborative, a collaboration between
MIT and the Central Square Theater dedicated to creating and presenting plays that deepen public understanding about
science. His plays have won numerous awards, including the Rosenthal and Eisener Awards. His play 
Operation Epsilon
about German nuclear physicists after WWII, was nominated for four Elliot Norton Awards and won an IRNE award for
best play.
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Panel 3: Communicating as a Science Advocate
Stephanie Keep is the Strategic Outreach Coordinator for the National Center of Science Education (NCSE) and Editor of
Reports of the National Center for Science Education. She also works as a science education consultant for nonprofit
groups such as the Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI)'s BioInteractive, the Massachusetts Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education, and WGBH/NOVA. At NCSE, Stephanie regularly blogs about misconceptions and
other issues around science communication and education. Read her posts at 
http://ncse.com/users/stephaniekeep
.
Pallavi Phartiyal is a senior analyst and the program manager for the Center for Science and Democracy at the Union of
Concerned Scientists (UCS). Dr. Phartiyal is a molecular biologist by training and works at the nexus of science and
policy. She advocates for linking science and technology to society and for sciencebased decision making in the
democratic system. Dr. Phartiyal holds a Ph.D. in cellular and molecular biology from the University of WisconsinMadison,
an M.S. in agronomy from the University of MissouriColumbia and a B.S. in agriculture from G.B. Pant University of
Agriculture and Technology in India. Prior to joining UCS, Dr. Phartiyal was the project director at the Research
Competitiveness Program of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) where she worked with
research and policy professionals to provide review and guidance for higher education academic institutions and federal
agencies.
Gabriel Popkin is a freelance science and environmental writer based in Mount Rainier, Maryland, just outside the
nation’s capital. He has written for a variety of science and generalinterest publications, including Science, Nature, the
New York Times, Slate, Discover, Johns Hopkins Magazine, and many others. Much of his work involves ecology,
conservation, and the physical sciences, but he has written about research across the scientific spectrum. Previously he
worked for the 
American Physical Society
, managing education projects and writing about science education. He also
produced a series of radio stories for the 
Perpetual Notion Machine on WORT, a community radio station in Madison,
Wisconsin. He is currently president of the D.C. Science Writers Association. 
http://www.gabrielpopkin.com/
Sheila Jasanoff is Pforzheimer Professor of Science and Technology Studies (STS) at the Harvard Kennedy School. A
pioneer in her field, her work explores the role of science and technology in the law, politics, and policy of modern
democracies, with particular attention to the nature of public reason. She was founding chair of the STS Department at
Cornell University and has held numerous distinguished visiting appointments in the US, Europe, and Japan. Dr. Jasanoff
served on the Board of Directors of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and as President of the
Society for Social Studies of Science. Her grants and awards include a 2010 Guggenheim Fellowship and an 
Ehrenkreuz
from the Government of Austria. She holds AB, JD, and PhD degrees from Harvard.
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Panel 4: Multimedia Communication for Scientists
Fraser Cain is the publisher of Universe Today, a space and astronomy news website founded in 1999. He's also the
cohost of Astronomy Cast, and cocreator of the Guide to Space video series on Youtube. Fraser has been
communicating and popularizing the exploration of space for almost his entire career, pausing a few times to cofound
software companies. He's also the Product Manager of HeroX, a spinoff of the X Prize Foundation.

Henry Reich is a science communicator and creator of the youtube channels “MinutePhysics,” “MinuteEarth,” and a few
other random ones that just have silly videos of stuff like him jumping into frozen lakes or crossing the USCanada border
while portaging a canoe. Henry studied math and physics at Grinnell College in Iowa and theoretical physics at the
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics in Waterloo, Ontario, before a stint working as a vfx artist for the youtube
channel Freddiew catapulted him into the world of youtube. Henry's videos have received glowing reviews from
6yearolds, Nobel laureates, and even his mother. He currently lives in Missoula, Montana.

Margaret Kosmala is the cocreator of the citizen science websites Snapshot Serengeti (
snapshotserengeti.org
) and
Season Spotter (
seasonspotter.org
). She earned her BS in computer science and her PhD in ecology, and loves putting
the two together to do participatory science with nonprofessionals. Her research focuses on the dynamics of communities
of plant and animals species over time, and the impact humans have on these dynamics. She is also a guest writer for the
Dynamic Ecology blog (
dynamicecology.wordpress.com
), where she advocates for better policies to support women and
new parents within the academic system. She is currently a Postdoctoral Fellow at Harvard University.

Ari Daniel has always been drawn to the natural world. As a graduate student, Ari trained gray seal pups (
Halichoerus
grypus
) for his Master's degree at the University of St. Andrews and helped tag wild Norwegian killer whales (
Orcinus
orca
) for his Ph.D. at MIT and the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. These days, as a science reporter for public
radio and NOVA, Ari records a species he’s better equipped to understand – 
Homo sapiens
. In the fifth grade, Ari won the
"Most Contagious Smile" award. 
www.aridanielshapiro.com
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Panel 5: Addressing Diversity through Communication
Robin Nelson is a biological anthropologist who utilizes evolutionary theory in studies of human kinship, social behavior,
and health outcomes. She is currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of Anthropology at Skidmore College. She
came to this post following time at the University of California, Riverside, and a PostDoctoral Fellowship in the Laboratory
of Human Biology at Northwestern University. Her current research explores the growth and development of children living
in statesponsored residential childcare facilities. She examines what happens to the social lives and physical growth of
children when the home, as it is articulated culturally in West Indian communities, is not available to them. When she is not
investigating families and health, she is working to expand conversations about safety and equity in field research as a
member of the #SAFE13 research team. You can find her on twitter: @rgairnelson, where she discusses everything from
science to parenthood.
Darryl Williams
: Science has always been an integral part of Darryl's life, which led him to pursue undergraduate and
doctoral studies in chemical engineering. While as a NIH Postdoctoral Fellow in pediatric cardiology research at the
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, he confirmed his love for advocacy. He was selected as the executive director of
iPRAXIS, a Philadelphia based nonprofit organization and was instrumental in developing strategies for the deployment of
volunteer practicing scientists and engineers (Scienteers) into classrooms throughout Philadelphia to motivate K12
students to pursue STEMrelated careers. Later, he joined the National Science Foundation where he was charged to
support the advancement of K16 engineering education research. He worked across various programs while leading the
Innovative Technology Experiences for Students and Teachers (ITEST) program. Currently, Darryl is the Associate Dean
for Recruitment, Retention, and Community Engagement at Tufts’ School of Engineering and directs the Center for STEM
Diversity.
Apoorva Mandavilli is a science journalist whose work has appeared in the 
New Yorker online, 
Slate, Popular Science,
Discover, and others. She is also editor in chief of 
SFARI.org
, the leading website for autism research news. She
conceived and launched this website as editorially independent from its funder, the Simons Foundation. Prior to that, she
was senior news editor of 
Nature Medicine, reporting from Asia, Africa, Europe and the U.S., primarily about infectious
diseases and neuroscience, and wrote an opinion column for 
Nature’s news website. She is an adjunct faculty member in
New York University’s Science, Health and Environmental Reporting Program.

Debbie Chachra is an Associate Professor of Materials Science at Olin College of Engineering, outside Boston, MA. Her
background is in biological materials, and her current research focuses on the engineering student experience, with a
focus on gender. As well as a regular column, “Reinvention”, for the American Society for Engineering Education’s Prism
magazine, she writes broadly on topics ranging from maker culture to Osedax, the zombie boneeating worm. She can be
found on Twitter as @debcha.
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Video Message and Discussion Session
Bill McKibben 
is a founder of the grassroots climate campaign 
350.org and the Schumann Distinguished Professor in
Residence at Middlebury College in Vermont. He is a 2014 recipient of the Right Livelihood Prize, sometimes called the
‘alternative Nobel.’ He has written a dozen books about the environment, including his first, The End of Nature, published
25 years ago, and his most recent,Oil and Honey. He lives in the mountains above Lake Champlain with his wife, the
writer Sue Halpern, where he spends as much time as possible outdoors. In 2014, biologists honored him by naming a
new species of woodland gnat— Megophthalmidia mckibbeni–in his honor.

Mock Interviews
Doug Dollemore is a Senior Science Writer at the American Chemical Society, and has more than 25 years of experience
as a journalist. For the past six years, he has run the "Speak Simply" project, which videotapes members at ACS National
Meeting and other Society events. This footage is then used to help scientists understand how jargon can lead them
astray when speaking with a lay audience. Doug began working at ACS after a fiveyear stint as a Public Affairs Specialist
at the National Institutes of Health. At the NIH, he wrote two awardwinning booklets,Aging Under the Microscope: A
Biological Quest and Aging Hearts & Arteries: A Scientific Quest. Prior to that, he worked for nine years at Rodale Inc., in
Emmaus, Pa. There, he coauthored three books on healthy aging and was a contributor to 16 other health and fitness
books. He also worked at newspapers in Oregon, Arizona and California. His stories have been featured in Prevention and
Men’s Health magazines. Doug earned his bachelor’s (Community Service and Public Affairs) and master’s (journalism)
from the University of Oregon. Born in Lewiston, Idaho, he now lives with his wife and two children in Silver Spring,
Maryland.
Elizabeth Bass:
See Panel 1

.

Nancy Shute:
See Panel 1

.
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Pitch Slam
Amanda Yarnell, Managing editor, editorial, Chemical & Engineering News. A chemist by training and a journalist by
passion, Amanda works for Chemical & Engineering News, a daily website and weekly newsmagazine that delivers the
latest in chemistry news. She was an undergraduate at Johns Hopkins before doing her graduate work in chemistry at
MIT, where she studied the mechanism of action of the cancer drug cisplatin. It’s also where she discovered the world of
science journalism, which inspired her to merge her fascination with the power and beauty of chemistry with her longtime
love of telling stories. Soon thereafter she joined the staff of C&EN, where she has held various writing, editing, and
leadership roles over the past 14 years. Today she runs C&EN’s daytoday editorial operations (and a staff of 39 writers
and editors) from her home office in Somerville.
Ellen Clegg 
is interim editorial page editor for The Boston Globe. She rejoined the Globe in 2012 after a threeyear stint in
science communications at the Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard. Before joining the Broad, Ellen spent three decades in
The Globe’s newsroom, where she held numerous editing positions. Most recently she was deputy managing editor for
news operations, overseeing Page One and running the newsroom at night. Before that, she held a similar role as deputy
managing editor for The Boston Sunday Globe. She is the author of ChemoBrain: How Cancer Therapies Can Affect Your
Mind (Prometheus Books, 2009), which was recognized as the consumer health book of the year by the American Journal
of Nursing, and coauthor with neuroscientist Kenneth Kosik, M.D., of The Alzheimer's Solution: How Today's Care Is
Failing Millions (Prometheus Books, 2010). Ellen holds a bachelor’s degree in journalism from the University of Missouri.

Gabriel Popkin:
See Panel 3

.

Emily Singer 
is a senior writer and contributing editor for Quanta Magazine, where she covers basic biology research.
Before joining Quanta in 2013, Singer was the news editor for SFARI.org, a news site covering autism research, and the
biomedical editor at Technology Review, an international magazine and website affiliated with the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Singer has also freelanced for Nature, Nature Medicine, New Scientist and the Los Angeles Times. She
has won fellowships from the Coalition for the Advancement of Science Writing, the American Academy of Neurology and
the American Association for the Advancement of Science. A graduate of the science communications program at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, Singer has a master’s degree in neuroscience from the University of California, San
Diego, and a bachelor’s in biology, also from the University of California, Santa Cruz.
Phil McKenna is a freelance writer interested in the convergence of fascinating individuals and intriguing ideas. He primarily
writes about energy and the environment with a focus on the individuals behind the news. His work can be found in the New
York Times, Smithsonian, WIRED, Audubon, New Scientist, Technology Review, MATTER and NOVA. Phil recently published
Uprising, an eBook on the climate change implications of natural gas emissions from aging pipelines under US cities. Uprising
has been called “the essence of crucial science reporting” by environmental writer and activist Bill McKibben and recently won a
AAAS Kavli Science Journalism Award. He holds a master's degree in science writing from MIT and was an environmental
journalism fellow at Middlebury College. In a previous life he had promising careers as a field biologist, English teacher, bike
messenger, and sanitation engineer.
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Poster Session Abstracts
(in alphabetical order by presenter)
Kathleen Bachynski (Session 1, Screen 3)
The 2x2 Project: Elevating the Public Health Conversation
The 2×2 project website seeks to inform the public health conversation through timely and effective communication
of emerging public health science. Our goal through the 2×2 project is to engage a lay audience who can shape
public health conversations. By covering current and significant public health issues, 2x2 project contributors
illuminate the public health impact of current events across news cycles. Launched in September 2012,
the2x2project.org has built a strong consistent readership, primarily of educated, technologically savvy 1834 year
olds. Content, which includes data briefs, expert commentaries, news analyses, longform pieces, and special
features, is published 24 times per week on the site. Individual pieces have enjoyed over 20,000 views, and an
active and ongoing social media campaign using Twitter and Facebook enhances content reach. A key feature of the
2x2 project is its training program: the Communicating Health and Epidemiology Fellowship (CHEF) trains both
scientists and communicators to fulfill the translation mission of the Project. Cohorts of 4 fellows complete a
yearlong cooperative training program designed to arm them with excellent translational communication, social
media and content production skills. By blending communication skills with scientific expertise in public health and
harnessing the power of online tools, innovative training, and content with current relevance, we can become better
equipped to elevate the public health conversation, thereby moving forward the field of public health.

Alex Berardino and Rose Hendricks (Session 1, Screen 11)
NeuWrite
NeuWrite delivers science to nonscientists. We report on two different NeuWrite groups, NeuWrite Downtown
(based at NYU) and NeuWrite San Diego (based at UCSD). Although the two groups aim to reach their audiences
through different mediums (blogs, print journalism, and films), they both aim to help larger audiences engage with
thoughtful and thought provoking science.

Matthew Bond (Session 1, Screen 4)
Engaging high school students in authentic research to classify unknown organisms
Hawai‘i is home to many unique organisms which have not been named or described and the classification of many
groups of these organisms, such as algae, is in need of review. Characterizing these organisms is essential to define
the classifications that are used in conservation and evolution. Classification of organisms was originally based on
often superficial physical characteristics. However, classification of these organisms now includes molecular data
generated using techniques such as DNA barcoding. To help high school students develop STEM identities and
engage in Hawaiian environmental research, my team piloted an activity to a group of high school students in the
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa’s Science in Action Program. Our lesson plan taught concepts of DNA barcoding and
genomics to assess the biodiversity of marine algae in several different locations on O‘ahu. Our teaching activity
engaged students in experiencing how organisms, such as marine algae, can be characterized using genetic and
physical characteristics. To mimic authentic research, students collected unknown species of algae from various
sites on O‘ahu, then collected morphological and genetic data from these samples. Students then analyzed genetic
sequences of these samples, generated phylogenetic trees to classify these species of Hawaiian algae, and
presented their results. Studentgenerated sequence data and phylogenetic results will be published, allowing these
high school students to make unique contributions to science and conservation.
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Béatrice Bonga (Session 1, Screen 7)
Squishy circuits – learning about electricity with playdough!
The Physics and Astronomy group for Women (PAW) at Penn State is a student club dedicated to advancing the
status of women in Physics and Astronomy by providing a network of support and a forum to discuss issues faced by
women in these fields. But that is not all! We love to share our excitement for science with the general public, in
particular, for girls and boys from elementary up to high school. For that we developed an activity about electricity
that is suited for science fairs as well as workshops. The students first get to think about what electricity is, what
‘carries’ it and the difference between conducting and insulating materials. Next, they are presented with mysterious
play dough: one insulating and one conducting. With a battery and LED lights they have to figure out which one is
which. Learning through playfully experimenting! The excitement of the students and their creativity with the
playdough is inspiring.

Kristen Brown (Session 2, Screen 4)
The Real Story of Engineering: GK12 Engineering Fellowship
There are a lot of public perceptions about what engineering is, but they don’t necessarily represent everything that
engineers do. What if we could teach students about what engineering really is and let them decide if they are
interested in it? Through the GK12 Fellowship, engineering graduate students work with K12 students to teach
them what engineering is. They also bring in aspects of their own research so that students can learn about new
developments in the world of science, engineering, and technology. This program benefits several different parties.
Students are more engaged in learning through hands on activities and a break from the routine, graduate student
fellows are more prepared to communicate their research either to industry coworkers or future students,
engineering disciplines have more interested students and can recruit the best students, and teachers can use the
lesson plans developed in their own classrooms.

Michael Burel (Session 2, Screen 2)
Biocanvas: Revitalizing Public Interest in Science Through a VisuallyBased Outreach Platform
The rapid evolution of scientific advancements comes to bear on society in two distinct but intersecting ways. First,
the public must remain informed about new research progress to make sound decisions about their health,
community, and society. Failure in this arena exacerbates current scientific illiteracy and disinterest found
widespread throughout the public, resulting in scientific apathy and an illequipped next generation of scientists.
Second, active scientists must find ways to communicate their recent and sometimes complex work to nonexperts.
The lack of effective communication by researchers, however, starves the public of much needed scientific
transparency and progress, expanding the gulf that isolates the public from science. To bridge these gaps, I created
an online science outreach platform called Biocanvas that enables scientists to communicate their work easily while
reinvigorating public interest in science endeavors. Biocanvas curates visual data that scientists produce through
routine experiments and pairs them with accessible captions and interactive elements to engage nonexpert readers.
To date, Biocanvas has over 185,000 worldwide readers, and those initially uninterested in science experience
significant resurgence in active science curiosity after using Biocanvas. I am currently developing new prototypes
that allow scientists to manage personal galleries of their work and engage directly with readers. I am looking for
editors and developers from diverse scientific backgrounds and experiences to help bring Biocanvas to the next
level.
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Katy Meyers Emery (Session 1, Screen 2)
Let's Talk About Death!
Popular media has long sensationalized archaeological discoveries for their own benefit; touting stories of witches,
vampires and deviant practices. As anthropologists, it is important that we correct these misconceptions and share
the interpretations that led to these sensationalized conclusions; but there is also a lesson that we can learn from
this. The public has an intense interest in mortuary archaeology – stories about unusual burial practices and
fascinating new cemeteries have captured the public’s attention for hundreds of years. While I don’t suggest we
dismiss or exaggerate the evidence to gain attention, we can use the popular appeal for the unusual to open a
dialogue with the public and reveal the true nature of the archaeological evidence. In this presentation, I will discuss
how we as bloggers can leverage the sensational nature of popular media to engage the public and further real
archaeological work that lies behind these unique discoveries, using my blog, Bones Don’t Lie, as a case study. This
is especially relevant for mortuary archaeology and studies of the dead, since death is increasingly medicalized and
taboo in our Western society. By discussing mortuary archaeology in an accessible and open manner, we open the
door for more meaningful dialogues about archaeological evidence and the real behavior that created these unusual
mortuary contexts.

Ilana Kelsey, Mark Springel, and Rebecca Reh (Session 2, Screen 8)
Journal of Emerging Investigators: Publishing middle and high school students' original research
The Journal of Emerging Investigators (JEI) is a nonprofit, openaccess journal that publishes original research by
secondary school students in the biological and physical sciences. JEI provides students, under the guidance of a
teacher or advisor, the opportunity to submit and gain feedback on original research and to publish their findings in a
peerreviewed scientific journal. JEI is a nonprofit group run and operated by Harvard University graduate students,
who conduct all steps of the editorial, review, and publication process. Our hope is that JEI will serve as an exciting
new forum to engage students in a novel kind of science education that nurtures the development and achievements
of young scientists throughout the country and globe.

Megan Litwhiler (Session 2, Screen 3)
Using a bioblitz to teach urban ecology: A workshop for elementary and secondary school educators in
NYC
The ability of organisms to adapt and thrive in the urban environment is a fascinating topic to introduce young people
to scientific research and conservation biology through their own discovery and inquiry. Our summer workshop,
being held for the second year in a row at Rockefeller University in New York City, leads elementary and secondary
school educators through a series of outdoor activities focused around how to conduct an “urban bioblitz”  a survey
with the intent to record all the living organisms in a given area. Day one of the workshop includes lessons on urban
tree identification and ecological sampling methods. On day two, we work in teams to collect and analyze primary
data based on original hypotheses. Upon completion of this workshop, teachers (1) have an understanding of the
urban ecosystem and urban biodiversity (2) are proficient in urban tree identification and ecological sampling
methods appropriate for elementary and secondary schoolage children (3) are prepared to lead their students
through their own research projects from hypothesis discovery to presentation of results (4) have inhand several
prepared and modifiable lesson plans to begin exploring the urban ecosystem with their students.
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Vinidhra Mani (Session 1, Screen 8)
Science in the News: a model for graduate student training and effective public engagement
Science in the News (SITN) is an organization at Harvard with a goal that is twofold: (1) to bridge the
communication gap between scientists and nonscientists and (2) to effectively train and engage the next generation
of scientists to be able to interface with and communicate their research to people of all backgrounds. SITN is the
largest studentrun science outreach group at Harvard, providing 3050 events per year including a Fall and Spring
lecture series, science cafes called Science by the Pint, various school outreach events, and regular publication of
articles on their online blog, Signal to Noise. Very recently, we launched a daylong science conference for the
general public, DayCon, and are aiming to release our first ever podcast series this Fall, titled SITN airWaves. Each
of our events is entirely prepared and executed by graduate students, and covers topics spanning most scientific
fields. Our model of peerpeer feedback, in conjunction with our largescale engagement of members of the public,
allows graduate students to evaluate and hone their broad communication skills. We believe Science in the News is
a model for student science outreach that could be expanded to other institutions.

Shayle Matsuda (Session 1, Screen 1)
“Science, Neat” Interactive Happy Hour Reaches New Audiences, Builds Community
Science, Neat is a public interactive science happy hour series that brings together diverse young scientists and
local communities, to learn, connect, and share stories about science in an informal, social setting. The
technologyfree format fosters offthecuff conversations between scientists and the public that breaks free from the
constraints of traditional education, and celebrates the diversity of Bay Area scientists. Each event is curated around
a rotating theme, and evening begins with two lightning talks that provide background on the theme from multiple
points of view. Following the talks the guests are invited to explore interactive stations, the heart of the event, where
candid conversations and community building take place. Science, Neat runs monthly during the summer and early
fall outside on the back patio of the LGBTQ bar, El Rio. Each event draws a diverse crowd (150+) to mix, mingle,
and with nine events to date, over 80 local speakers from 26 partner institutions have creatively engaged our
communities. Early career scientists benefit from mentorship and gain experience in creative science
communication, and Science, Neat has been a springboard for future opportunities including speaking engagements,
lab visits, professional collaborations and connections.

Carrie McDonough (Session 1, Screen 9)
Bringing Oceanography to Broad Audiences: oceanbites.org
In 1876, the HMS Challenger completed the world’s first oceanic research expedition, bringing back news that the
deep seas were in fact teeming with life, and characterizing the ocean’s complex currents and chemistry for the first
time. Ever since then, oceanography has captured the public imagination. To this day, we continue to make new,
exciting discoveries about how the oceans shape our world, and how we impact the oceans. Scientific research
makes its way to the public in short, simplified snippets, leaving many readers hungry for more information. Finding
out more about a study can be challenging; journal articles are often extremely detailed and full of jargon that can be
difficult for other scientists to parse, not to mention the general public. Inspired by astrobites, oceanbites provides
explanations of cuttingedge oceanography research aimed at an audience with a high school education. The site
was founded with two goals in mind: to make new research more accessible to the nonexpert public and to provide
graduate students with the opportunity to practice writing for broad audiences. Currently, 23 students from 11
universities around the world contribute regularly to the site. The site publishes one article per weekday as well as
occasional posts on science communication and popular media related to marine sciences. We are currently working
to increase the involvement of undergraduates in producing content for the site by collaborating with summer
undergraduate fellows at URI to produce blog posts about their research in oceanography.
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Becky Nevin (Session 1, Screen 5)
Earth Explorers: Middle School Movie Studio
Earth Explorers is an outreach program that works with local underserved schools in the Denver area. Teams of
young scientists (middle schoolers) work together with a scientist mentor to produce a video about that scientist's
research. Along the way they learn about careers in the STEM fields while coming to understand that not all
scientists are old white dudes in lab coats.

Steven C. Pan (Session 2, Screen 5)
Building Neurons, Building Minds: Teaching Neuroscience to 3rd and 4th Grade Students
The annual East Los Angeles Kids Neuroscience Fair was launched to provide a setting for undergraduate students,
graduate students, and professors at California State University, Los Angeles to teach elementary school students
about the brain. Preparation for the daylong event takes a year, during which student and faculty volunteers
develop a dozen or more interactive science exhibits. During the fair, approximately 150 students from the Los
Angeles Unified School District—all in lowincome, disadvantaged neighborhoods with limited educational
opportunities—learn in a funfilled, handson setting. Among the most popular exhibits is “Build a Neuron”, during
which students build their own model of a nerve cell. Over six iterations, the fair has expanded in scope: volunteers
now hail from multiple institutions, such as UCLA and Pitzer College; exhibit topics include genetics and physiology
(spurring a title modification: Biomedical Science Fair); and the location has switched to larger offcampus venues.
The lasting impact: 998 children to date have been introduced to neuroscience through a dynamic event filled with
excitement and wonder.

Stephanie Fine Sasse and Maya Bialik (Session 2, Screen 9)
The People’s Science: Facilitating opportunities for researchers to share their work, engage in dialogue,
and promote public understanding of science
The People's Science (TPS) leads a suite of initiatives that leverage the potential of educational technology and
empiricallydriven design principles to bolster public STEM education and researcher engagement. The initiative
aims to (1) revolutionize how scientists share their work, (2) empower the public to responsibly engage with scientific
findings, (3) conduct research to further the efficacy of our efforts and the state of informal STEM learning, and (4)
provide access points to minimize the barriers between science and society. Our flagship project, The TPS Forum, is
an open platform where scientists can post brief summaries of their work, written for the public, in conjunction with an
article’s release in a peerreviewed journal. These posts are shared with a growing public audience, who can then
post comments and questions. TPS tracks the reach of all posts so that researchers can cite their efforts in progress
reports and grant proposals. TPS also collaborates with other outreach efforts to make posted content accessible to
readers with disabilities and to integrate researchers’ work with broader educational initiatives. In addition to The
Forum, TPS hosts a range of projects designed to increase public understanding of science and scientific literacy
skills. Each of these projects incorporates researcher perspectives by providing a range of opportunities for them to
contribute and engage. TPS also provides a comprehensive collection of resources and training materials on science
communication and ongoing outreach efforts aimed at researchers. By lowering barriers to engagement, TPS is
bridging the gap between science, scientists, and the people.
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Christina Sauer (Session 2, Screen 12)
GreenScreen: Educating the Public through Film and Television
According to the Nielsen report, the average American watches television more than 5 hours per day. From youtube
to Netflix, environmental scientists have an incredible opportunity to educate the public through engaging new
environmental programs. The goal of GreenScreen will be to develop animated, documentary and fictional films, TV
programs, and shorts to educate the public on complicated environmental issues. GreenScreen has three foci:
conservation, environmental health, and climate change. From the plains of the Serengeti, the conference halls of
the UN Paris COP 21, to the toxininhibited protein channels of cells, viewers will learn how they are impacting and
being impacted by the environment. Most importantly, all programs will provide actions for viewers to take.

Chelsea L. Shover (Session 2, Screen 10)
The Clinical and the Creative: Building Communication into a New Summer Program for Aspiring Doctors
Summer Healthcare Experience (SHE) is a weeklong career exploration and college preparation program at
University of California Irvine Medical Center for girls in high school. Gastroenterologist Nimisha K. Parekh, MD,
MPH and coordinator Chelsea L. Shover worked with faculty and staff of the H. H. Chao Comprehensive Digestive
Disease Center to create the SHE program in 2014. Thirtythree girls from around California were selected from a
competitive pool of applicants to participate in the first session. The SHE program engages with the challenges and
opportunities for women in science and medicine. The program balances handson clinical activities with a focus on
communication. Girls shadow physicians, attend career panels of a wide range of allied health professionals,
practice surgical simulation, and learn basic life support. The aspiring medical professionals hone their
communication skills through mock interviews, personal statement writing workshops and a group presentation.
Working with a gastroenterologist mentor, each group researched an issue important to digestive health and created
a message suitable for a general audience. The end results were informative and engaging creative projects
including a website about the gut microbiome, a nutrition survey, and videos about colon cancer screening and
inflammatory bowel disease. Feedback from participants and parents was positive. Students cited the exposure to a
many aspects of the medical field and interaction with physicians as strengths of the program. Based on student
feedback, the SHE program in August 2015 will restructure some of the classroom components and devote more
time to clinical activities.

Zuri Sullivan (Session 2, Screen 1)
Because Science
Because Science is a blog run by science graduate students that aims to share exciting findings and unanswered
questions with a nonscience audience. We blog about current research studies and areas of inquiry that may or
may not be covered in the mainstream media, and answer reader questions through a weekly series called Ask a
Scientist. Our goal is to share with our readers some of the big questions that scientists in our fields are grappling
with, and to help them appreciate how science operates in their daily lives.
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Daniel Urban (Session 1, Screen 10)
The 21st Century Scientists: Elevating Communication and Community Engagement
21st Century Scientists Working Group
Engaging with the public should be one of the primary missions of a 21st century scientist. Yet too often there is a
lack of emphasis on training and incentivizing science communication. To help address this gap we created the 21st
Century Scientist Working Group, a collection of faculty, staff, and graduate students working to promote science
communication. Our goals are to improve training for those who want to become engaged scientists, and to create a
community of support for reconceptualizing the role of scientists in today’s society. Specifically, we strive to develop
best practices for science communication (science writing, outreach, and engagement), train students at the
graduate level, and promote the value of science communication to policy makers in order to advocate for new
incentives within academic science. We actively further these aims by:
1. Leading weekly meetings and monthly journal clubs focused on the importance of science outreach and
effective techniques of scientific communication
2. Organizing seminars that bring outside speakers to educate and inspire the University of Illinois community
on the scholarship and practice of science communication
3. Hosting a yearly conference on best practices in science communication
4. Developing a graduate student minor in science communication to boost preparation in writing,
communicating and transmission of ideas to the public and future scientists
By creating development opportunities that are readily available for diverse individuals from multidisciplinary
backgrounds, we hope to foster collaborations and elevate the standards of science communication and public
engagement.

Aida Verdes (Session 2, Screen 7)
Bringing Science to Life
Scientific investigation that involves cutting edge research has a huge impact on all aspects of our daily life, ranging
from the development of new therapeutic drugs, to the latest technology. However, the way scientists communicate
their work is often not clear to lay audiences, specially children, or even fellow scientists. This makes it difficult for the
general public to engage and support scientific endeavors, and consequently it has had an adverse effect on policies
related to science funding and management. Bringing Science to Life is an interdisciplinary initiative that develops
outreach activities to effectively communicate science to a broad community audience, specifically focusing on
children. Bringing Science to Life engages different resources including illustrated books, such as Luminous
Creatures, which uncovers the wonders of bioluminescent animals and plants; learning games such as Killer Snails,
which introduces children to the world of venomous marine snails and their potential for drug development; and
videos showcasing the adventures of female scientists with the specific aim of encouraging girls to follow STEM
careers.

Laura Vican (Session 2, Screen 11)
SciComm Hub: Connecting Graduate Students in Pursuit of Careers in Science Education, Outreach, and
Communication
The SciComm Hub is a new website launched by two graduate students at UCLA. The Hub is intended to
be a resource for all STEM grad students interested in socalled "alternative" careers in teaching, outreach, and
anything related to science communication (science writing, policy, etc). The website includes lists of organizations
(both on and offcampus) involved in science outreach and communication, conferences and workshops, outreach
opportunities, funding options, peerreviewed research articles on outreach and education, and a blog feature where
people can talk about their path to their careers in teaching/outreach. It provides muchneeded resources to STEM
graduate students who are interested in pursuing careers in science education, outreach, and communication
(SEOC). The website is also meant to serve a larger purpose by helping graduate students to find each other, form
collaborations, and be discovered by potential employees. We are also connecting graduate students with alumni
networks and career development professionals in order to help them leverage their teaching and outreach
experience in order to find a longterm position after graduation.
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Emily Weigel (Session 1, Screen 6)
Talking About Tricky Stuff on Twitter: #SciStuChat
Scientists conduct work across the world, and are as varied as their locations and methods of work. Started by a
high school teacher a few years ago, #scistuchat has now become a large chat between scientists and high school
students across the world, but particularly for students in areas of high need. A diverse group of scientists meet
monthly to chat with students via Twitter. Here, student moderators pose questions to the group, to which both
scientists and students answer and share resources. This gives students the opportunity to interact with many
scientists informally and continue to converse, even after 'classroom visits' are over. Scientists are benefited by
practicing concise and jargonfree language in talking to students. Teachers win by gaining resources and having
scientists support the lessons taught in class, particularly with sensitive topics (evolution, climate change) in some
areas. It's a win for everyone!

Anahita Zare (Session 2, Screen 6)
Chemistry Immersion Program (CHIP)
The Chemistry Immersion Program (CHIP) summer program is a twoweek opportunity designed for both high school
students and teachers. During the first week of the CHIP summer program, teachers undergo training and laboratory
development. Laboratories are specifically designed to include an array of measurement and spectroscopic
technologies. Teachers will experience key laboratories in general chemistry and biochemistry and have time to
adapt those laboratories for use in their own classrooms. The developed labs will then be implemented in the second
week of the summer program with CHIP students, who are incoming college freshman or rising high school seniors.
The goals for the CHIP summer program are: to improve teachers’ and students’ skills and comfort with laboratory
technology, introduce spectroscopy and spectroscopic measurement concepts, to refresh students’ knowledge of
chemistry and to engage students with investigations into chemistry and biochemistry through a total of eight
twohour laboratory investigations in both fields.

Carly Ziter (Session 1, Screen 12)
Montreal's Ecosystems at Your Service: Stories Connecting People and Nature
For those of us who live in cities, we often spend our days (and weeks) rushing between homes and vehicles and
offices, without ever really visiting what we tend to think of as “natural spaces”. However, the idea that our lives
aren't influenced by nature couldn’t be further from the truth! Funded through the McGill Sustainability Project Fund,
"Montreal's Ecosystems at Your Service" is a bilingual website and multimedia project that aims to connect people to
their environment through stories. Run through Elena Bennett's Ecology and Ecosystem Services lab, we aim to
show McGill students and the broader Montreal community how ecosystems improve our everyday lives. Since it's
inception in 2013, the project has involved several guest writers and partnered with multiple undergraduate courses
to tell over one hundred stories about Montreal's ecosystems. These stories have reached thousands of viewers,
and gained media attention throughout Montreal. Despite a nearly complete turnover in the original project members,
the project is currently running strong into its 3rd year.
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